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Chairman’s Chat
I would like to start my first “Chairman’s
Chat” by thanking Keith Gilbert for acting as
our stand in Chairman for the last 6 months.
Having previously held the post I doubt he
ever expected to be doing it again but, once
again, he stands down leaving the club and
committee in great shape. Thank you Keith.
It is a bit ironic that having only taken up the
position at last month’s AGM, I am to miss
my first full club night as Chairman due to
being on a family holiday in Florida.
However, the committee have been busy and
I have just come back from our March
meeting which finished very late due to the amount of items on the agenda.
Many of those items were those put forward at February’s club night. Those at
the AGM will know that it is my intention to get you, the members, to help the
committee as much as possible with ideas / suggestions. We had an excellent
“open forum” that night and I can assure you that every idea has been
discussed and you will start to see the implementation of some of them in the
coming months. Please keep the ideas coming.
I can hardly believe we are almost a ¼ of the way through 2008 but that does
mean that spring is here and warmer months ahead. For many this is the time
the bike is brought out from hibernation and ridden for the first time in many
months. If that sounds like you then remember to be careful. It takes a few
miles to get back to thinking, concentrating and riding like an advanced
motorcyclist.
We have a number of members currently training to be observers, new
members joining every month, fresh faces on the committee and an events
diary that seems to be building by the week. We should be in for a great 2008.
Well, must get on with the packing as I’m off to see Mickey Mouse with the
wife and children.
Have a good month.
Richard
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Secretary’s Scribbles

Thanks to everyone who attended the AGM last month. It was perhaps the
longest ever in the history of SAM but for very good reason. Partly because
everyone wanted to say thank you and praise Rob Day for so many excellent
years as Chief Observer (and many other jobs) and partly because of the large
number of suggestions from the floor for your new committee to work on.
Thanks to all the contributors and watch this space for news as we start work
on them.
Thanks must also go to Ellie Lindsay, our speaker at the February group night.
I’ve finally taken the plunge and bought some support socks for longer trips
this summer. At £13 a pair they are not cheap but I do hope it prevents the
awful ulcers my grandfather suffered from for so many years.
(In his case it was horses not motorcycles that were the cause of the problem).
Well I’ve just returned from visiting my family in north Lincolnshire. Ever
since he had to sell his BSA A65 Thunderbolt because the kick-start was
getting too much for him. He’s been riding a Honda 125 since then but it was
not really the same. Anyway he’s given up looking for a 250 and has just
taken delivery of a brand new Kawasaki ER6F…not bad for a 76 year old eh?
Also my brother-in-law, who had his Fireblade stolen just before Christmas,
has bought a new bike. He said this time he wanted something more suitable
for touring (remember he took the Blade down to Barcelona with me). Also
something less “stealable”. So what’s he bought then? That’s right a Ducati
848! I hope he lets me try it.
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All this new bike buying has started to get me thinking…
No I can’t afford to change the bike. Nor do I want to but I might treat myself
to a new helmet as my recent birthday was er…significant! But what to
buy…my current “best” helmet of 4 years has been a BMW Sport-Integral. It’s
fit has been superb. Never has it gone “soggy” despite numerous washes of the
liner. It’s unbelievably quiet anyway and has always been very stable even on
naked bikes.
So why don’t I get another? Well it’s got one of those seat belt type quick
release fittings for the strap. An invention for a problem that never existed!
What’s wrong with double D rings? No problem with adjustment, they are
light and no moving parts to break. So please ladies and gentlemen over the
next few months can I ask you to send Steve (the editor of this marvellous
mag) reviews of your current helmet (good or bad). Then I can make my
choice later in the year.
Many thanks,
Martin

New Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent new associate member:
Tim Spencer
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
we will put that right.

Test Passes
Congratulations to Neil Morley for passing his IAM Test.
Neil’s observer was Richard Toll.
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Academy Of Motorcycling
DSA - Approved Motorcycle Training
CBT - Compulsory Basic Training
DAS - Direct Access Scheme
Courses & Individual Lessons
Standard Test Training
Advanced Riding Techniques
(RoSPA Diploma Qualified Instructor)
Excellent All Week Training Facilities
Prices Guaranteed to be Unbeatable
Check Prices & Availability then Book Online
www.AcademyOfMotorcycling.co.uk
Tel: 01449 775776
Calls Taken All Week 8 till 8

Carole Nash Insurance
Motorcycle insurers Carol Nash are now "rewarding" SAM with a £ 20-00
incentive for each new group member who takes out a new policy. The free
phone number to call is 0800 083 4422, contact name is Barry Dixon.
Please quote to Carol Nash number 1597 this will ensure that SAM gets the
money. This offer does not apply to renewals

Bennetts Insurance
If you take out a new policy with Bennetts please quote T2983 (Training
School Number) as this will earn SAM £30.
Please note, if you buy online you will have to phone Bennetts with this
number. This offer does not apply to renewals.
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Caption Competition
February’s caption competition winner was Karl Hale with:
“David, you’ve stopped using the Head and Shoulders haven’t you?”
Come up with funniest caption for this photo tonight and win a bottle of wine.
Write your caption on a slip provided and post it in the competition box.
Good Luck!

Judging will be performed by the Editor, with help from the committee and the
winning caption will be announced at the end of the evening.
Please send your photos, electronic or hard copy (which will be returned) to the
Editor for selection in next month’s edition.
P.S. Please don’t send images sourced from publications / the Internet,
as they are Copyright protected and SAM can’t afford the law suite!
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Motorcycle Dexterity
& Control Days
(a.k.a. Slow Riding Days)
For every motorcycle spill that makes the local papers, there are many more
which never get much publicity. How many of you in you time riding have
never struggled to keep your bike upright while manoeuvring in a parking area,
or had to take a big dab with either foot while negotiating queues of commuter
traffic? Not many (if any). Very often in these situations the rider grabs a
handful of front brake, shortly followed by the resulting sound of expensive
plastic and metal making contact with the ground.
The SAM MD&C Days give you the opportunity to practice the art of riding a
motorcycle slowly, and to learn the techniques that will help you do it.
This year the venue will be the playground of Sidegate Primary School,
Sidegate Lane, Ipswich. (Map in the Calendar on the SAM website). Please
bring a drink and something to eat as we will have a break (and there are no
cafés nearby).
Saturday 22nd March
Sunday 27th April
Saturday 24th May
Sunday 22nd June
Saturday 26th July
Sunday 24th August
Saturday 20th September
All days start at 9am sharp,
and end 12:30 – 13:00 depending on numbers attending
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This Internet shop allows you to purchase regalia of the Suffolk Advanced
Motorcyclists group. All profits will go to SAM's charity which is
the East Anglian Air Ambulance.
Samples are on display and for purchase on Group Nights. See Mrs. Terry
Brooker for details and to view a printed version of the catalogue.
http://sam.spreadshirt.net

NB. This is just a small selection of the items available. There are over 90
items in various colour combinations. If you want something with different
colour combinations, just ask and we will see what we can do.
The SAM Observer March 2008
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Dates For Your Diary
Suffolk Constabulary BikeSafe
BikeSafe is a nationwide scheme, run by local constabularies, with the aim of
reducing motorcycle casualties by improving rider awareness, improving rider
ability and making individuals’ safer, better riders.
The Suffolk BikeSafe is held in Ipswich at the Martlesham Police Headquarters.
If you would like to offer your support by promoting SAM at BikeSafe, for a
couple of hours, on any of the following Saturdays:
March 29th
July 12th

April 12th
August 23rd

May 10th
September 6th

June 14th

then please contact Keith Locke on 01394 670841

Associates Ride
Sunday 30th March – First Day of Summer (Time)
Associates only join us for a ride. Meeting Tesco, Stowmarket 9.00 am.
The ride will be conducted for Associate members who would like the
company of other Associates without any intimidation. It will be a leisurely
pace on predominately minor roads. We will use the line of sight group riding
method, i.e. you only have to keep the person behind you in sight, so as leader I
will set a pace which will keep the following rider in my mirrors. He or she
will do the same throughout the group. Should we have more participants than
I can handle we will enlist the assistance of another full member to head up a
second group.
There will be enough stops for comfort breaks which will include refreshment
breaks. Expect to cover at least 150 miles during the day and be back at
Stowmarket around 4.00 pm latest. We will need a hand show tonight (group
night) or a ‘phone call during the week prior. If the 30th March turns out to be
bad weather, then make your own mind up to ride or not.
Keith Gilbert
01449 675614
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Brooklands Centenary
A trip to Brooklands Museum, Sunday 20th April, to celebrate the 100th
anniversary of the 1st motorcycle race meeting at Brooklands. Should be lots
of old bikes on display and running, see www.brooklandsmuseum.com
Meet outside Cooper BMW Colchester (just off the Ipswich Rd roundabout) at
8.30 am.
Contact Chris Smith 01206 251946

I.A.M Rider Skills Day - Mallory Park
A group of Midlands IAM Bike Groups are planning to organise three full
member and associate track days this year at Mallory Park circuit near
Hinckley.
The first event is due to be held on Thursday 10th. April and at the same cost
as last year: £110. However Adelaide, the IAM Surety Insurer has offered to
pay for up to four riders per ever. Therefore if you do book, you will get a
chance of getting your money back as well as the track day!
The sessions are intended for all standards and instructors are available to help
you use the skills learnt to also improve your road riding. It may be possible to
spend up to three and a half hours on track (if your body can take it!)
To take advantage of this offer, please then contact me as soon as possible and
I will email you the required forms.
If you need to chat to the organisers they are: Roy Aston (07740 378 244)
Or: John Lickley (07979 267 257).
Both gentlemen are from Sutton Coalfield and are part of the West Midlands
Group.
Contact: Martin Andrew (01473 614057) : martin.andrew@tesco.net

Youth Hostel Association (YHA) Weekend to the Sussex Downs
Spring Bank Holiday weekend. Watch this spot for more details.
Keith Wright
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Ron Haslam Race School – Donnington Park
Following the events meeting last October, I am inviting anyone interested to
join me on Wednesday 9th July on a visit to the Honda sponsored Ron Haslam
Race School at Donnington Park.
I have visited the school myself 3 times within the last 18 months and can
highly recommend it to anyone who has never done a track day before. The
school runs 3 different courses, Basic Track day, Premier day and Elite day.
Each course is open to anyone regardless of age or riding ability. I am
recommending the Premier day (CBR 600). You cannot do the Elite day
(Fireblade) until you have completed the Premier day. Everything is supplied
by the school, track prepared, CBR 600, leathers, gloves, boots, helmet etc.
Although you can use your own gear if it meets the required standards.
The Premier course consists of three track sessions of approximately 20
minutes each using the full Donnington GP circuit, with full briefing before
and after each session. You will be in a group of 20 riders for the initial
briefing, the group is then split into pairs with one instructor per pair. The
instructors lead at all times and at no time will you be encouraged to ride at a
speed faster than you feel comfortable with. Colour coded cones are placed at
all corners showing braking points, turning in points, and clipping points etc.
After the first session pairs are swapped around, faster riders paired together
etc. The school places great emphasis on safety and enjoyment, and I
guarantee that if you join me on this day you will come away with a huge grin
on your face and wanting more! There will definitely be the opportunity to get
the knee down if you so desire!
Reservations for the mid summer days do get full early (your day will not be
cancelled because of wet weather), so if you are interested do not delay,
contact me ASAP! Cost of the Premier day is £269 of which a deposit if £50 is
due at the time of booking. There is a 10% discount for groups of ten or more.
Full details can be found at www.haslamraceschool.com
Anyone interested please contact me on 01728 861411 or email
chris.roberts30@virgin.net
Too early to mention travel arrangements as it is dependent on numbers going
and times available.
Chris Roberts
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Rapid Motorcycle Training – Cadwell Park
I have been a SAM member for about 3 years now. Last spring I passed my
advanced test, this year I would like to organize a track day on behalf of SAM.
I've been in touch with Rapid Motorcycle training and have booked a place at
Cadwell Park on Monday 4th August. Cost £115
Rapid Training instructor are all police motorcycle officers and instruct you
how to corner safely at speed, there is no over taking or timing. I have never
done a track day before that is why I think Rapid will help to develop my
riding skills.
If anyone would like to attend this venue then please get in touch with me
ASAP on 01787 280429 or via email at geoffmonk@aol.com
Geoff Monk

April Breakfast Run
Sunday 6th April – Flame Café, Snetterton
Meet at Tesco Stowmarket at 9:00 am
NB. This route is largely on the unclassified Suffolk& Norfolk twisties!
In the event of bad weather, you may prefer to go on the A140, A1066 etc?

Leave Tescos, T/L on the A1120 to Stowupland
Upon leaving the village, take the Weight Restricted
unclassified road straight on, S/P Mendlesham
After 2 or 3 miles T/R, S/P Mendlesham
In Mendlesham T/L (S/P Cotton & Finningham)
The SAM Observer March 2008
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Continue on road thro’ Wickham Skeith to
T junction, T/L to Finningham
At Finningham X Roads T/R onto B1113
(S/P Rickinghall & Bottisham)
Follow to A143 junction, T/R onto A143 S/P Diss
After about 2 miles T/L onto B1113 S/P Botesdale
& Redgrave. Go thro Redgrave into Norfolk
Stay on B1113 to South Lopham.
At junction with A1066 T/L then immediately T/R
onto unclassified S/P North Lopham
Follow road to Kenninghall. At X road junction,
go straight across S/P Quidenham.
Continue on thro Quidenham & Eccles to T
junction. At T junction T/L and after 1 mile join
A11 S/P London & Thetford
After 1 mile on A11, T/L S/P Snetterton Circuit.
At 2nd R/A find FLAME Café on the Right.
(This R/A is just before the entrance to the Market &
Circuit)
Check all routes with your Road Map (and/or see the map of the destination in
the Calendar on the SAM website) before setting out, then maybe no one will
get lost. Even better, take the route and a road map with you.
The SAM Observer March 2008
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the
vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group
activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist cannot and
do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to
vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the
Group. Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own
risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person
or damage to vehicle.
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committees
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route






If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group
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Ed’s Soapbox
Welcome to the March edition of the SAM Observer.
Thanks to John Morgan for his East Coast Challenge article and to Karl Hale
for his final instalment of ‘My Path to Become an Advanced Police
Motorcyclist’.
Please find the details of 3 track days in Date For Your Diary being organised
by Martin Andrew, Chris Roberts and Geoff Monk. These are in addition to
the SAM weekend trip / track day to Folembrey in France, details being
provided by our guest speaker Chris Mitchell.
If you’re interested in attending a track day, you’re advised to make contact
with the organiser as soon as possible as the venues will become booked up
very quickly.
Cheers
Steve

How SHARP is Your Helmet?
SHARP – the Safety Helmet and Assessment Rating Programme is a new
helmet safety scheme that will provide a rating, for a given manufactures
helmet model, from 1 – 5.
Although all helmets sold in the UK must conform to British / European Safety
Standards the SHARP testing / rating goes beyond this. If you’re interested
how your helmet is rated or are thinking about a new helmet and want to make
an informed choice you’ll be able to check its SHARP rating at:
http://sharp.direct.gov.uk/
At the time of publishing the SHARP website reported that the ratings
information will be available from Spring 2008.
However, the website also provides detailed information about the SHARP
testing and other helmet related topics such as fitting, care / storage, visors and
helmet design / construction.
Safety SAM
The SAM Observer March 2008
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So You Think You Know ……?
Mike Fox

In last month’s profile Fred mentioned his observer had been Mike Fox, so at
the AGM I took the opportunity to meet Mike so we could find out something
about him.
Mike, 48, was born in Ilford, but was only there for 3 years until the family
moved to Dickleburgh. After 11 years he came much closer to sunny Suffolk
with a move to Diss, but still remained on the other side of the border in
Norfolk. It was here Mike left school at 15, initially as an apprentice
electrician before trying a number of factory jobs. Happily he soon made it
across the border to Stowmarket and eventually into Ipswich where he has now
lived for 25 years.
Mike has actually made his livelihood as a scaffolder and had his own scaffold
company for 8 years. He sold this not long ago, but is still in demand for work
all over East Anglia and is currently working in his adopted town of Ipswich.
The SAM Observer March 2008
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This is not a job for the faint hearted! Mike is not easily deterred by the
weather as no work means no pay. He typically works up to 200 feet and has
been on jobs as varied as the spire on Stowmarket church (about 15 years ago
if you’re struggling to remember it) and the new flats down at Ipswich docks.
Mike is married to Debbie who rides pillion with him and is sometimes seen on
club runs. They have 6 children between them, none of whom are bike
enthusiasts. The children have now left home and dispersed themselves as far
away as Sudbury. However Mike is expecting this distance to increase as he’s
planning to move to New Zealand later this year. Having enjoyed travel and
visited places as diverse as the Caribbean and Sri Lanka, Mike and Debbie are
now keen to sample life on the other side of the world. At present they’re
optimistic the bikes will be shipped over there with them!
Mike has always been happy on 2 wheels. Although time for other hobbies is
limited, he has a brown belt in karate and as a schoolboy was in the England
cycling team, riding up to 100 miles in competitions in Holland for example.
Interestingly he had his ‘Graham Buck’ cycle out just the other day but
reckoned “the saddle never used to be this hard”.
Motorcycling began with a moped at 16, followed by a Suzuki 250 until
legislation constrained riders to 125cc. At this point Mike resorted to a car and
the distractions of family life. It was only about 5 years ago he returned to the
fold by taking the Direct Access route and acquiring a Honda CB750 (which he
still uses for work). 6 months later whilst thinking that more training would be
a good idea, he saw an offer in the paper to turn up at Beacon Hill and see what
SAM had to offer. Mike joined up and John Goodwin prepared him for the
IAM test which he passed at the 2nd attempt (first time he rode through
Woodbridge with an indicator on – we all know that’s easy to do). Now Mike
rides up to 9k miles annually and has toured France and Scotland.
Apparently Keith Gilbert has had some influence on Mike. For a start Mike
now rides a BMW 1150GS. Secondly it was Keith that suggested Mike should
graduate to the observer corps and thirdly when Keith went the wrong way up a
steep hill and fell off on the BMW off road course, Mike followed him the
wrong way, up the steep hill…..and fell off. You can’t say these guys don’t
understand what role model means!
[Words by Nigel Hydes]
The SAM Observer March 2008
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SMART
RIDER

•

Novice Try-a-Bike Sessions

•

Compulsory Basic Training

•

125 cc & Direct Access

•

Rusty Riders Refresher

•

Riding Skills Development

Professional Motorcycle and
Roadcraft Training on a one-to-one
basis (except CBT) in
Bury St. Edmunds
Contact Tony Fuller on
07763 018027 or 01440 786928
www.smartrider.co.uk
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FOR SALE – Kawasaki GT 550 G8

Superb Condition – low mileage

13,500 genuine miles on 1994 (M)
plate. Regularly maintained and
cared for – receipts available. Tax to
April 2008 – MOT Nov 2007.
Excellent first bike (56 bhp and 195
Kg) Seat height 31 ½ inch (800 mm)
Motad 4-1 system, suspension set up
by MCTechnics, Oxford Hot grips
(on relay from ignition, so no flat
batteries), Optimate flying lead
fitted, 7” round headlight – excellent
beam. Braided hoses, K&N air filter, Good tyres, Givi E36 top box.
To you only £850 ovno.
Call John Horsley on 01473 326913
FOR SALE - Top box rack and fitting kit for a Honda ST1300 - 2002 onwards.
Will take a GIVI or KAPPA top box. Hardly used as new. £30
Call Reg on 07718 781238
FOR SALE - Genuine Honda Fly Screen for CBF 500 with all fittings in a
good condition. £35 ono
Call Steve on 01473 430643
FOR SALE - Frank Thomas Summer Boots, yellow and black, size 7.
Good condition, hardly used. £30
Call Phil Sells on 01255 242723
The SAM Observer March 2008
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FOR SALE – Motoline Tank bag

Three different parts – to be used individually or together in varying
combinations – each with their own map compartment, as well two additional
small compartments. Attached by (padded) magnets. Comes with rain cover
and shoulder straps.
Brand new. Has never been used on the road. £45 Call Leen on 01376 562400

FOR SALE - Kawasaki D4 ZZR1100 - 1996 ‘N’ - 37500 miles

It is a very clean and tidy bike in very good condition. I have owned this bike
for the past four years and have many receipts for work that have been carried
out. It has been regularly serviced, if something has needed renewing it has
been done.
Also included Baglux tank cover and tank bag. Full set of Givi hard luggage.
£2,595 ono Call Karl Hale on Home – 01359 241552 Mobile - 0782204552

Send your classified items to sam.editor@hotmail.co.uk
Price for non-member classifieds is £5
The SAM Observer March 2008
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Riding the
East Coast Challenge
21 October, 8.15 a.m. Stepping out to the garage I could feel that after a clear,
cold night the thermometer was still showing ‘Parky’.
Rewind - why was I even getting the bike out when I could have stayed home
until the mercury started moving? The aim for the day was to complete a
charity circuit of five East Anglian towns - waypoints whose names start with
S- they are Stalham, Swaffham, Sheringham, Southwold and Stowmarket. The
organisers of the ‘challenge’ direct rider’s entry fees to Hope House (Ipswich)
and Riders for Health, so as well as an excuse to get out on the bike, it does
some real good in the community:
For details visit www.eastcoastchallenge.co.uk or call in to Davey Bros
Motorcycles in Ipswich.
That’s why three of us met up at Tesco in Sensible Stowmarket: John Showell
on his VFR, Martin Andrew on his RT and me on the K-RS. Some untreated
roads felt 'greasy,' soon confirmed the suspicion that shaded sections would
need extra care until the temperature rose. After topping up tanks, we
compared notes on the state of the roads, Martin telling us that his bike’s ice
warning lamp had been on all the way there, showing +2'C.
After taking digital photos to show that we really had been there (now just after
9a.m.) we cautiously took the A1120 for Yoxford, peeling off at Peasenhall for
Halesworth via Walpole and Heveningham. A great area this: lovely
countryside with quiet roads with less familiar bends that are ideal for
practicing lines.
We crossed the A12 north of Blythburgh, and past Reydon to Sunny Southwold
where walkers were enjoying the crisp air, and a few brave souls were taking a
dip barmy! near the pier. A quick stretch of the legs and a couple of
photographs later we headed off again, this time taking the B1127 to
Wrentham, and on to Beccles, then the B1062 for Bungay – got there at 11.30
for a loo stop and took a stroll to see the castle -more pictures.
Next we moved North on the well-signed and enjoyably sinuous B1332,
waving politely to members of the Vincent club and a few riders of modern
machinery as they came the other way.
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Using a short stretch of the A47 Southern Bypass to stay clear of ‘the city’ we
veered west on the B1108; this is another varied ribbon of tarmac…especially
interesting near Watton (home of Norfolk Triumph –a shop we’ve yet to visit)
where we encountered a kamikaze biker on a Kawasaki heading east, who was
using all, yes all the road on blind-twisty-bits, and scaring Sunday motorists
sh**less.
Next we took the equally fun B1077, arriving in Sweltering Swaffham at 12:45.
Parked the bikes in glorious sunshine and piled into the Legends café on the
marketplace, which has previously seen a SAM run. It was very pleasant
sitting outside in the sun; sandwiches arrived quickly, although for “Just chips,
please” took over half an hour…by the time the chips arrived Martin and John
were getting restless, and I needed lots to drink to stave off heatstroke.
Leaving the brilliant sunshine of mid-Norfolk, we headed away from the sun
up the A1065 for Fakenham, –an enjoyable fast road; the A148; and B1156 to
Blakeney, and the area of coast near Cley that abounds with twitchers.
Apparently many migrate from miles around to this area, hoping to see the
lesser-sunburnt tourist as they relax and feed along the sandy sea-fringe.
As expected when that area is heavy with tourists this stretch was very busy
and really slow going. On this winding road we had rubber-necking traffic,
gaggles of bicycles, and lurking lines of sand and gravel to cope with, so
progress was slow, and we had no time to spare to check out the very pretty sea
views. Almost an hour and a half from Swaffham, we crept into Shingley
Sheringham, where ice cream-licking families were enjoying the peak of a
perfect autumn Sunday afternoon.
A pay-and display car park hard by the shops (get your nets here) provided
another proof of place and time and a chance to pick up a drink. After
Sheringham, John and I pulled over to refuel as we were approaching 150
miles, yet Martin on the RT hung back ‘cos he could do another 180 miles on
the remainder of his tank (he’d been seeing over 65 mpg, but for my fill I
reckoned just 43)…that boxer engine is really mean with petrol.
Now we picked up the A140 from Cromer to Norwich -not an interesting road,
especially when the flow of Sunday day-trippers is pootling back to the city and soon turned off near Aylsham on to the much more attractive A149,
winding along the valley of the River Bure via North Walsham towards the
Broads.
Over then to Smallburgh and then Sleepy Stalham (OK no offence meant, it
looked like nothing ever happens there) we stopped for more ‘we were here’
photos. Time now 16:15, and took the A1151 to Wroxham, where the last
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tourists were still flocking into shops to stock up their cabin-cruisers as the
afternoon sun drooped ever heavier and flights of ducks headed for home.
Taking the Sprowston road into Norwich, we slipped through the city centre at
tea-time without hold-ups, then south again on the A140 until immediately
after the River Yare, we turned westwards through Keswick onto the delightful
B1113, until an unfortunate (for us) diversion around road works in the Bracon
Ash/Wreningham area sent us back to the dull A140 for another 15 miles.
Farther down the A140, after Scole we dived off onto the fast-flowing A143
towards Bury St Edmunds, and enjoyed some bends, making good progress
towards Rickinghall. The temperature was now zooming downwards again,
and we pulled into a lay-by near Wortham to reinstall warm layers -for me it
was the trusty heated waistcoat: Ahh, that’s better!
The sun was almost fully
set as we passed through
Rickinghall,
and
switched to the twisty
B1113, for a sprint (all
legal y’know) to close
our loop back at Scenic
Stowmarket. Snapping a
last picture to show the
time (now 18:16) at
Tesco we counted up 237
miles of fun riding, some
of which had been
entirely new to each of
us. Although the shortest possible routes are said to be around 205 miles, we
had deliberately chosen twisty and enjoyable roads, and this selfless act of
charity gained me a Standard Award mug, which I use daily with pride.
The Challenge is a good day out, not a race, and you must provide proof of
visiting each at least three of the key towns, over a minimum duration of seven
hours.
There are other variants of the Challenge award to be done, too: anyone fancy a
‘Night-owl’ (starting between 12 midnight and 1 a.m.); a ‘Frozen’ (between 1
Nov and 28 February; or even a ‘Tiddler’? (engines up to 200 cc, so I’d need to
borrow a smaller bike) - if so grab one of us at group night.
John Morgan
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My Path to Become an Advanced
Police Motorcyclist – Warts and All
Part 5 - The Advanced Course – Take Two
Week Three - Day One
The final week to hone my skills. Today we started on the late run. The
afternoon rides were good as it was still light although it faded just before tea
time.
After tea it felt like a nightmare for me. I was leading on really tight country
roads around to the Stoke-By-Nayland area. It was pitch black and the only bit
of observation was what I could see in my headlight. My pace had really
slowed down and I missed a few of ‘Sollys’ indicators. I didn’t want to look in
my mirrors even for the briefest of moments as I wanted to watch the road
ahead of me.
It felt that I was riding on more or less pure reaction. Unless you ride in the
dark you don’t realise how much you rely on observation. I advocate that with
riding 80% of it is effective observation.
I’ve never been so glad to finish a ride. A useful experience but wouldn’t
really want to have training in it again.
Week Three - Day Two
Wet roads again but not the downpour as we had before. Big gears and
smoothness was the order of the day. Nice riding despite everything.
In the afternoon I was riding out of Headquarters and negotiated the bend on
the driveway when I found I was fighting to corner the bike. The steering had
suddenly become very heavy. I wondered if I might have a puncture in the
front tyre when ‘Ditch’ radioed up and said that it looked like I had a rear flat.
He was right so I went straight back in the workshop and an hour later came
out with a shiny new tyre then out on the lovely greasy wet roads. Just one big
slip occurred and that was on a bend near Snape. I negotiated a left hander and
found a large drain cover on my line. I couldn’t avoid it and went over it to its
nearside when the back tyre slipped, it was quite severe.
‘Sollys’ advice was if you can’t avoid it completely aim for the outside edge,
the bit furthest away from the apex. You will probably still slip but only a little
bit as you will be pushed out on the good road surface rather than if you go
onto it on the inside.
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Week Three - Day Three
The weather forecast had spoken of a sunny day. I forgot to listen to the rain
falling the night before.
We found rivers where there had once been roads. Good practice for
negotiating fords but I started to feel like Ewan McGregor and Charlie
Boorman. I was supposed to be riding the roads of Rendlesham not Mongolia.
The roads dried as the day went on. Posh Pigs at Beccles for tea break. Lunch
was at Hollywood Legends, Swaffham. I thought I’d have a light meal as
eating too much in the middle of the day makes me tired. I chose a dish which
I thought wouldn’t fill me. Chicken fillet burger, salad and a few chips. What
I got you could have fed a small family. Luckily ‘Solly’ was on hand to tidy
up my plate. He needed a few chips to ‘mop up’ his beans.
I kept awake and kept focused and had a good ride back. Just as well because
this was ‘Sollys’ final assessment ride of the course. Tomorrow would be test
day.
Week Three - Day Four
Test Day. Today was different in that ‘Starky’ was testing me and the ratio
was 1:1. There was no third rider. (Having a third rider is very handy,
especially when ‘Solly’ rides so close he virtually sits in your panniers which
makes it very hard to see his indicators. The third rider always helps the
person riding at the front by getting in a position so that they can be seen easily
then showing indicators as and when ‘Solly’ does.)
The test was a circular route starting and finishing at Beccles taking in a variety
of roads. It lasted just over an hour.
Even though I had so much training to the lead up of this test I was still
nervous when I did it.
I felt the test went ok but ‘Starky’ was very tight lipped (first time for
everything I suppose) it was the privilege of ‘Solly’ to give me the good or bad
news.
Week Three – Last Day
Today was the ‘tone down’ day. Time to bring me back down to earth. I had
to ride a bike how the general public would like one to be ridden. This is
standard for any riding / driving course in the police. The course is the
opportunity to show that you can ‘do it’ if required but 95% of the time ‘it’
wouldn’t be required. Back into the real world.
My results....
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I PASSED (which was just as well for the interested reader of this article as I
wouldn’t have written this if I’d failed)

I am over the moon. It was a long journey for me, longer than most police
officers have had to travel due to my mishap.
I was determined to achieve this result. I had received 280 hours of police
motorcycle training to get to this point. Not counting the hundreds of hours of
riding and observing with SAM in between.
I feel very privileged to have had this experience knowing that many people
would give a body part just for a taste of it. Less than 1% of police officers get
this opportunity either.
‘Sollys’ final course report: It gives me great pleasure to hereby state my
final findings of Karl’s course. Through my continued assessment of his riding
and a successful final ride with Pc Stark’s assessing, he is now authorised as an
Advanced Police Motorcyclist. When Karl’s route to this course is considered,
given his previously terminated attempt, credit is due to him and his strength of
character to bounce back. He is now ready to embark upon his Roads Policing
duties with the highest motorcycling qualification available and I see him a
worthy ambassador for us all. Well done.
There’s an old Chinese proverb that states ‘IF IT’S NOT HARD, IT’S NOT
FUN’. That’s true, and a statement I regularly remind my wife!
Karl Hale
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FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES

AUTOFIT(Ipswich) Ltd
OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG
DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD
WITH ADRIAN
“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE”
KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE…
Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd
8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE
Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966
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Our Venue
Group Nights start at 7:30 pm on the third Monday of every month
at Great Blakenham Village Hall

We have a “No-Smoking” policy in the meeting room.

Please leave quietly, and return
all chairs back to the storage
trolley provided.
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Observer Associate Charter
Purpose
The purpose of the Charter is to make clear the definition of what is expected
in Observer / Associate relationship.
The Observers
Have made the effort to train, not only for the IAM test but have taken part in
extensive Observer training to become Observers for the group. They are a
valuable asset to the group and give of their time freely, except for a small
contribution from the associates for their expenses. Observers attend regular
refresher training sessions with Senior Observers, support theory nights and
Riding Dexterity days.
The Associates
• Are expected to have an equal commitment with the goal being the IAM
test.
• Are to be available for regular observed rides ideally every two weeks
with at least 100 practice miles being covered in that period. Continuity
cannot be maintained with regular gaps of three weeks or more or no
miles between observed rides.
• Must agree the dates of the next runs at the debriefing and must practice
any improvement recommendations between the runs.
• Will where possible attend a riding Dexterity Day to improve their slow
speed manoeuvres and control.
• Must make an effort to study the theory by reading Pass your Advanced
Motorcycle Test and the Highway Code plus attend club Theory Nights
when possible.
• Cancellation of a planned run due to poor weather conditions will be at
the discretion of the Observer. If after a period of one month, an Observer
has not heard from the Associate it will be assumed that interest has been
lost and the Associate will be placed back at the bottom of the waiting
list.
• When the Observer feels the associate is riding consistently at the test
standard a Cross check will be arranged with a Senior Observer.
• The Observer will give as much help and encouragement as possible but
the onus is on the associate to endeavour.
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Events Diary
Thursday 20th March

Roadcraft Theory Night
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Sunday 6th April

Breakfast Run – Flame Café, Snetterton

Monday 21st April

Group Night – Peter Avard, MS&L Tours
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Thursday 24th April

Roadcraft Theory Night
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Thursday 1st May

Chip Run – Max Moto, Bury St Edmunds

Membership Fees for 2008
Full Member £15.00 (£18.00 in 2009)
Associate £85 - Skills for Life (£109 from 1st April 2008)
(25 years and under Skills for Life discount £20)
Includes the current issue of “Pass your Advanced Motorcycle Test” and your
IAM Test fee for new members
Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00
Friend of the Group £6.00
For spouse, partner, friend or colleague of a group member. The Newsletter is
not included in this price
Joint Full Members £18.00 (£21.00 in 2009)
Membership entitles you to 1 Newsletter per couple and to attend monthly
Group meetings which will encompass both riding and safety techniques,
speaker on interesting and varied subject, Group rides at weekends and
evenings and the fellowship of like-minded people.
Please support us by renewing and helping the Group to flourish in the cause of
safer motorcycling.
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GREENS
MOTORCYCLES
YAMAHA
SALES # SERVICE # MOT
For

TRAINING # REPAIRS

PEDDARS LANE, BECCLES
Phone (01502) 712370
Fax (01502) 711689

